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Emotional Intelligence 3 Book Box SetHave you ever wondered why some people seem to get all

the good things life offers while others stand on the sidelines and wonder why me? Some people

will tell you itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ambition, IQ, and position that determines lifeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s outcomes. What if

I told you there was something within each of us that promises greater happiness and success?

ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s called Emotional Intelligence, and it is available to you by simply reading this book and

following the steps presented in these pages.Feelings are what drives us in life. We do what we do

to change how we feel. We buy a luxury car so that we can feel powerful and important. We lose

weight so that we can feel beautiful and admired. Although you think you can do things to change or

avoid feelings; in truth, you already possess those things for which you dream. All you must do is

gain awareness and change your perceptions, and act on the feelings that will give you greater

Emotional Intelligence.It doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t take wealth, beauty, or brains to increase your Emotional

Intelligence. It takes awareness, knowledge, and practice, which wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t cost you anything

but a little time.In this book bundle, you will receive three books for the price of oneÃ¢â‚¬Â¦So,

journey with me through the pages of this book and together letÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s discover how you can

have all the good things life has to offer.
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I am motivational youth speaker constantly looking for ways to refine my message and better serve

our youth. This book has given me a treasure trove of new info to draw from. I touch on quite a few

of the subjects already, but it's nice to have the science to back it up. I truly empathize with

message. I went from a high school dropout to an NYU grad. My problem was never cognitive it was

totally emotional. I only wish this was available when I was a kid, but I'm excited to get the word out

now. A focus on IQ + EI = A New Generation of Students Ready for the Challenges of the 21st

Century. Highly recommended to all of readersÃ‚Â Emotional Intelligence: 3 Manuscripts -

Emotional Intelligence Definitive Guide, Mastery, Complete Step by Step Guide (Social Engineering,

Leadership, ... (Emotional Intelligence Series Book 4)

In Emotional Intelligence, Ryan James describes the physiological processes that drive and are

driven by emotion and their purpose, the ability of emotions to hijack rational thought and the short-

and long-term physiological and psychological effects, and the personal and social benefits of

teaching and learning how to manage the emotions. This bunch of three books have truly helped

me understand life in all its conflict and beauty.

This book has explained the importance of emotional intelligence and its information. This is one

book everyone can gain a little something by reading and practicing these principles in daily life.The

resources in this book are amazing for building your self confidence something that has really

helped me at work.Highly recommended!

Five stars? Is that all I can give? Really, this book deserves so much more.The techniques provided

on these pages, as well as the suggestion it gathered, are worth far more than five stars and I would

consider this book to be a great bargain at twice the price. Keep up the excellent work,Ryan

James.Highly recommended.

Amazing and idealize book. I like this book. This book absolutely awesome. This book is an

absolute necessity read truly for everyone. Passionate knowledge is depicted here as the reason for

any human connection and on a significant assortment of illustrations it demonstrates its point. I



very suggest this book.

Awesome and perfect book. I like this book. This book totally great. This book is a must-read literally

for everybody. Emotional intelligence is described here as the basis for any human interaction and

on quite a variety of examples it proves its point. I highly recommend this book.

Today I started reading another book from this set of books, and I really enjoy this reading! This is

very interesting because I did not know how powerful emotions can be to help us achieve goals. I

sincerely recommend this set of books for everyone!

Emotional Intelligence is very important aspect in your life because it helps us in understanding life

more. This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to manage and understand emotions

effectively and live a happier and contented life. It is really realistic to follow the advice. This is

genius. I am so lucky to read this.
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